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Introduction

Art, antiques, antiquities and jewellery represent alternative high value investments.1

Their financial attraction stems from their nature as portable and transnationally

marketable goods, and the ‘relative’, rather than fixed, nature of their ‘value’.

Culturally, the art market is opaque. It is based on few questions asked, ‘trust’, deals

sealed traditionally by ‘hand-shakes’, unyielding insistence on client confidentiality

and the general perception that it is unregulated (although this is not the legal

reality).

For fraudsters, art’s attraction is linked to the patina of social acceptability and

exclusivity, the thrill of ‘playing the art game’, and opportunities to carefully craft

a respectable persona of a fêted, ‘public-spirited’ donor. Unlike banked assets,

art can elude disclosure.

Because of this culture and the international nature of the market, realising the asset

value of art presents special challenges for asset recovery specialists. This guide is

intended to provide a helpful steer to the uninitiated and a checklist reminder for

more seasoned participants.

Practical measures

Do:

� Take time to consider options: auction, private sale to collector/dealer/artist,

storage until market confidence returns or best sales category is scheduled.

� Consider whether individual works are best placed in appropriate sales categories

scheduled at different times of the year, local or international auction sales,

or more ‘mixed’ sales.

� Be discreet: ‘fresh to the market’ appeal is critical.

� Consult accredited independent art or jewellery valuers.

� If house contents (in addition to art) require valuation, engage an accredited firm

with a proven track record in this area. If in doubt, have house contents and art

valued separately by relevant specialists.

� Get an expert/specialist in a particular market to examine the art works.

1 For the sake of brevity, ‘art’ here is used inclusively: art, antiques, antiquities. Jewellery presents similar
considerations, although in terms of insurance and registration as stolen, it is deemed a separate
category.
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� Use a fine-art removal firm with packing material and/or environmental controls

appropriate for transporting art.

� Insist (and include as a contractual obligation) that one member of the removals

staff stays on the van at all times during transfer.

� Significantly high-value goods should be accompanied by a security licensed

and art-transit trained specialist.

� Arrange for storage in facilities with a fine art/antique designated area,

a climate-controlled environment designed for art storage, and staff with

art-handling expertise.

� Investigate what types of other businesses are adjacent to the storage premises.

� Specify in contractual terms that no sub-contracting of storage facilities will

take place.

� If a large or high-value collection is concerned, consider dividing it and placing

in several separately located art-storage facilities.

� Take out and maintain separate specialist art insurance for all types of art, as well

as for jewellery, regardless of any insurance cover the shippers/storage/auction

company might carry. Include door-to-door insurance covering all aspects of

transit and handling.

� If sales records for the art exist (particularly for contemporary works), consider

approaching the dealer from whom the works were originally purchased or the

artist him/herself.2

� Factor in from sales proceeds: payments for artist resale rights due to Design and

Artists Copyright Service (DACS).

� Check inventory against stolen-art databases. For antiquities or works with

Holocaust-era provenances, do additional due diligence checks. Do factor in these

costs – both in terms of time and additional costs. If selling at major international

auction houses, confirm contractually that the auction house consignments will

be checked against stolen-art databases.

� Factor in costs of selling at auction: seller’s premium, photographs for catalogue,

insurance, travel costs for touring the art to other centres, conservators/expert

services.

� Have a realistic reserve price (a price below which a work will not sell). Set this

level in consultation with the auction house and, preferably, an accredited

independent art valuer.

2 Dealers often support their artist’s market, buying at auction or buying works privately when they
become available. Artists, particularly if they have become successful, may wish to reclaim works. Public
‘fire sales’ do not help the dealer’s market, artist’s reputation, or indeed the asset recovery specialist!
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� Negotiate terms: if you have a large or important collection, you will have more

leverage to reduce costs and fees; or if you will handle other collections in asset

recovery processes, share this potential with the auction-house client services

representative.

� Consider what time of year sales are held which are devoted to the type of works

whose value you trying to realise.

� Consider whether the individual works have enough value and/or importance

to sell as a ‘collection’ to enhance the value.

� Consider whether the risks of asset recovery are best mitigated by dividing a

collection up and consigning to different sales and respective sales categories.

� If cash is needed for insurance, transport and storage costs, consider negotiating

loans from competing auction houses: these might be either an up-front loan

against works which will be consigned to that auction house, or a straight loan,

with the art serving as collateral.

� Consider mitigating risks by having works offered for sale in different appropriate

geographical markets.

� Consider mitigating the risk by spreading to third-party art investment businesses.

� If the sale is truly a fire sale, then consider selling without reserves.

� If the condition of the art is an issue, consult an independent accredited

conservator with specialist knowledge of the particular field of art.

� Keep asking questions: get the most out of the valuers, auction-house

representatives, and experts.

� If authenticity is an issue, ask which particular expert(s) the market places most

confidence in.

� According to case law, the international or London-based auctioneers have

a higher due diligence than provincial/local ones.

� Question the provenance (history of ownership/sales) of the works

(to legal evidential standards) – are the records relating to prior purchase

in the owner’s possession?

� Ask how the works will be marketed to maximise value and what financial

contribution the agent will make.

� Have inventory in storage regularly audited by a knowledgeable specialist

who is independent of the storage/moving company.
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Do not:

� Be rushed into making hasty decisions.

� Choose an inappropriate sale for the particular kind of art or value of art

concerned.

� Offer the works widely within the art trade and then expect subsequent auction

sale to realise a hyped ‘value’.

� Assume that a ‘valuer’ has sufficient knowledge of the particular type of art

under consideration.

� Think that art auction houses will be interested in household goods.

� Ask for or accept valuations solely on the basis of photographs – no matter

how ‘good’ the photography.

� Use a moving firm with ‘fine art/antiques’ logos on their vans.

� Add to the statistics of goods ‘lost in transit’: designer bags and perfume

are not the only things that ‘fall off the back of a lorry’.

� Think that security is an unnecessary expense where high-value goods

are concerned.

� Engage storage firms where adjacent units store propane gas.

� Put ‘all your eggs in one basket’.

� Assume that ‘jewellery’ is included within an ‘art’ insurance policy.

� Assume, in the absence of sales records, that works were lawfully purchased

or that the value listed on a receipt represents fair market value (art potentially

sold/purchased at inflated prices could represent money laundering processes).

� Assume that all the proceeds of the sale will accrue to you.

� Assume that the owner had good title or that there are no third parties involved

(loans against the art/part ownership/investor interests).

� Take the auction estimate (the published value range given by the auction house

as a ‘guide’) to be the actual amount that will be realised.

� Set the auction reserve price at a prohibitively high threshold: bidders do not like

to start at their upper limit.

� Assume that the seller’s premium terms and rates quoted in the auction house

catalogue are set in concrete.
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� Assume that art assets can be quickly realised.

� Put too many of the same type of art assets in the market at the same time.

� Think that a ‘single owner’ sale will result in the greatest realisation of assets: news

of a ‘fire sale’ travels fast; buyers are choosy and looking for investment bargains.

� Assume all the risk yourself.

� Be bullied into thinking you are holding fire-sale material.

� Assume the art has been properly cared for.

� Be intimidated by art market ‘gloss’.

� Assume an ‘expert’ is expert in a particular field, or that he/she is the only expert

who needs to be consulted or in which the market has the most confidence.

� Assume that an auction house has the necessary expertise for the particular

art concerned.

� Forget due diligence in all stages.

� Assume that a work of art was exported legally, regardless of the legality

of importation.
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Recovering art from overseas

There are additional considerations for asset recovery specialists seeking to recover

stolen art assets from overseas jurisdictions.

Do:

� Act quickly as soon as the loss has been discovered to maximise the prospects

of early recovery.

� Consider the terms of any insurance policy and act in accordance with its terms

and conditions. In particular, comply with any reporting obligation, as a failure

to do so may result in cover being refused.

� Consider taking professional advice from specialists on the strategies to adopt

at the outset which may serve to be instrumental to the prospects of successful

recovery of art or art-realised assets. You should seek advice on:

• Notifying the loss to various stolen-art databases to put law-enforcement

agencies, museums, dealers and auctioneers on notice of the loss.

• Reporting the loss to appropriate law-enforcement agencies and liaising with

them regarding the likelihood of an investigation, the evidence needed and the

prospects of obtaining recovery of the item rather than a compensation

payment under money laundering legislation.

• Considering the availability of Court Orders where the item has been sold by

an auctioneer or other third party, such as a dealer:

i requiring that person to provide details of the ‘vendor’;

ii preventing that person from disclosing the existence of the Court Order to

the ‘vendor’; and

iii tracing the assets of the ‘vendor’ if he is believed to have stolen or been

knowingly involved in the theft.

• Choosing the appropriate jurisdiction in which to bring any civil claims.

Where ownership of the item is disputed, it is often the civil courts that

determine who is entitled to it. Key issues are often the time period within

which any claims must be brought (after which they are time-barred) and

whether the law of a country leans in favour of the new owner or the original

owner of the art.

• Deciding on interim remedies once the art has been located such as freezing

and search orders and the delivery up of the item in question.
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• Considering the liability of other parties who may have facilitated the loss:

by way of example, a security company, if it has been negligent in looking

after the item.

• Considering the availability of bringing a private prosecution, together with the

issue of an arrest warrant in the UK and overseas.

Do not:

� Delay, as this may result in any civil claim for recovery of the item or damages

being time-barred.

� Use inexperienced advisors, as specific expertise is needed to trace and recover art

across overseas jurisdictions.

� It is important not to tip off the person being investigated, as this is likely to make

recovery more difficult.

� Where art has been stolen and the person in possession is likely to hide it if he

becomes aware of proceedings for its recovery, it is again important that he is not

notified of these proceedings, as this may undermine both the basis for obtaining

interim relief and/or the effectiveness of those orders.
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Further information

Design and Artists Copyright Society
www.dacs.org.uk

Federal Bureau of Investigation (Art Crime Team)
www.fbi.gov/hq/cid/arttheft/arttheft.htm

Fraud Advisory Panel

www.fraudadvisorypanel.org

International Foundation for Art Research
www.ifar.org

Interpol

www.interpol.int/Public/WorkOfArt

Metropolitan Police Service (Art and Antiques Unit)

www.met.police.uk/artandantiques

Saving Antiquities for Everyone (SAFE)
www.savingantiquities.org

The Art Loss Register

www.artloss.com
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For more information on the Fraud Advisory Panel please contact:

Fraud Advisory Panel
Chartered Accountants’ Hall, PO Box 433, Moorgate Place, London EC2P 2BJ

Tel: 020 7920 8721
Fax: 020 7920 8545

Email: info@fraudadvisorypanel.org

Or visit:
www.fraudadvisorypanel.org
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